Great Images Photography
Twelve years of School, they've made it through, maybe college maybe not,
doesn't matter, what matters is their independence is here and they have waited
for this their whole lives and now they are ready to embrace it. But right now this
is a very special time for them, one they will look back on for the rest of their lives and
remember when they hung out with their friends and stood up to say I am! Why
not capture this time for them that they can look back on and remember in the
great photo's that really describe who they are. It's our mission to help you
capture this time for them and we promise to you we will put our hearts and souls into
it. Choosing Great Images is choosing memories for a lifetime!

Why Choose Great Images?
Our Mission Statement:
“To create professional custom photographs unique to our
clients personality and interests that truly represents who they
are and recording a time in their lives to be shared for
generations to come!”
• Great Images is a local “home town” business with the senior in mind.
• Owners have lived in the community for 30 years and are active in the
local chamber of commerce.
• Great Images offer more proofs to choose from than photographers
contracted with local schools.
• Seniors choose their dates and locations.
• Senior sessions are one on one (Senior and Photographer) unlike
some other photographers who shoot several seniors at the same
locations at the same time.
• We have lower prices than most of our competitors.
• Great Images uses both indoor (studio) and outdoor natural scenery.
To reserve a session for your senior:
Phone: 775-287-2630 Phone: 775-287-1431
Email: www.greatimages4u@gmail.com
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When do I pay my session fee?
Session fees can be paid over the phone or in person when you book
your session, by credit card, debit card or by check.
When should I get my Senior Portraits taken?
Ideally, from the minute you complete you junior year, you should begin
planning for your Senior Portraits. Why? Several reasons!
1. Time flies!!!
2. Once your Senior school year starts, you will be busy with school
activities and possibly a job..
3. Summer and fall are the best seasons for classy outdoor portraits.
If you’re thinking of waiting until spring you will be sadly
disappointed when it’s the end of March and the grass is brown,
the trees are bare, and snow is still on the ground. Springtime is
also unpredictable and it’s too late to reschedule if it’s raining the
day of you appointment.
4. We have more time to be creative with your portraits. When you
call us in a rush, then we are in a rush and the overall experience
will suffer for it.
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How long will my senior session take?
Please plan on at least 30 minutes per outfit. This is a once in a lifetime event! We
take our senior sessions seriously, and hopefully it shows! Come refreshed and
please arrive on time!

What should I wear?
Clothing is important! It can make or break an image. Anything that competes
with your face is going to make a difference in you final portrait. We won’t send
you home if you show up in stripes, be we highly suggest you follow these tips to get
the most from you portrait experience.

Flattering portraits are better created with:
•
•
•
•

Solid color clothing.
Long sleeves.
Darker clothing is slimming. Medium to dark colors work best.
Short sleeves will add weight, so wear long sleeves!

Eye glasses cause glare, they reflect. We will do our best to prevent this during your
session but we can’t guarantee to be 100% successful in preventing reflections. We
understand if your glasses are a part of who you are, but to get the best portraits
possible, we suggest you either remove your lenses for you portrait session, or get a
spare set of frames without lenses. We can also digitally remove the glare from
your glasses, but it’s time consuming and may incur extra charges.
Bring anything (clothing, ex. Letterman jackets, logo t-shirts ect, props ex.
Snowboards, instruments, basketballs ect. ) that defines your personality. You can
also arrange portraits with your pet, your horse, car or motorcycle.

Should I bring a parent?
Yes! Bring an adult and warn them it might take a while. We do ask that parents
allow us to stay in control as we know what we are aiming for and we’re pretty
good at what we do. To parents: Sit back, enjoy the experience and trust our
judgment. That’s what you’re paying us for!

How do I see my proofs?
Our studio is in-house previewing only, which lets you see the images on a large
screen calibrated to our specifications.

How long before I can see my previews?
Depending on the season, it typically takes two weeks to edit and finalize your
images for previewing.

When should I order?
With our in-studio consultation, plan on ordering during that time!

How long does it take to get my portraits?
Again, that depends on the time of year. We usually require two weeks for your
order to be finalized, printed and sent back to us. We will call you the day they
arrive and are available for pick up.

Do you do your own printing?
No. We leave that to the professionals. Every order we receive is sent to a
professional lab to be printed. An image is only a good as the printed version, and
we take pride in giving our clients only perfectly printed portraits.

How long do you keep my proofs?
We will have your original images for up to 5 years.
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Sessions:

Studio:

We have full studio with many props and backdrops! In the studio we can
create theme’s that define your personality and shows who you are. The
studio session includes two outfits. Each outfit takes up to approximately
30 minutes. If you have a prop that defines who you are and we can use it
in the studio, we will. Session fee is $80.00 and is valid through July 2016
Print prices are in addition to session fees. See below for print prices.
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On Location:

Pick and outdoor location within a 50 mile radius such as Reno, Carson
City, Gardnerville, Genoa, Lake Tahoe, Virginia City etc. and get great
photos in a great outdoor setting. Chose from great places like Tahoe,
UNR, the State Capital, the Truckee River and more. The session includes
two outfits. Each outfit takes approximately 30 minutes plus drive time to
and from the location.
Session fee is $135.00 and is valid through July 2016
Note: if the location the senior chooses requires a parking fee such as a
park or beach location there is an additional charge of $10.00 Several
parks and beaches do have restrictions from professional photography
and we are not allowed to photograph at those locations.
Print prices are in addition to session fees. See below for print prices.

Mix any session above together and receive a discount:
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Senior print pricing:
Choose from high quality color prints created by professional
labs in various sizes: The list below does not include all available
sizes.
Prints are ready for pickup generally 1 to 2 weeks after ordering:

Print Pricing

Review the
proofs in our
viewing room at
our studio
location

Wallets (set of 8)

$15.00

5x7

$15.00

8 x 10

$22.00

11 x 14

$26.00

16 x 20

$45.00

*Purchase Photos on CD

$150.00

Rush orders fee 24 to 72 hours is an additional amount of $50.00
*Not all photos are retouched on CD

Phone: 775-287-2630 Phone: 775-287-1431
Email: greatimages4u@gmail.com
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Senior Composite prints:
Choose from high quality color composite prints created by
professional labs in various sizes: The list below does not
include all available sizes.
Senior composite prints come in various sizes and have several
photos within one photo which makes for a great value.
Choose from various designs or create your own design to add a
special touch: Prints are ready for pickup generally 1 to 2 weeks
after ordering:
Composite examples:

Senior Composite Pricing

5x7

$18.50

8 x 10

$35.00

11 x 14

$40.50

16 x 20

$80.00

Note: Senior composites are not available to purchase online.
Rush orders fee 24 to 72 hours is an additional amount of $50.00
Phone: 775-287-2630 Phone: 775-287-1431
Email: greatimages4u@gmail.com
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Senior Announcements:
Many great designs are available to choose from or create a custom
design of your own! Why not announce to your friends and family about
the celebration of your senior’s graduation!

Choose from high quality announcements created by
professional labs:
Announcements are ready for pickup generally 1 to 2 weeks
after ordering:
Announcement Examples:

5x7 & 4x8 Graduation Announcements on Professional Photo Paper
(includes envelopes)
Quantity

25 minimum

$3.50

26-50

$2.75

51-75

$2.50

76-100

$2.25

101-200

$2.00

Return Address Envelope
Imprinting

1st Envelope $12 (includes set-up), $0.25 each additional
Envelope

Minimum order 25 announcements
Note: Senior announcements are not available to order online.
Rush orders fee 24 to 72 hours is an additional amount of $50.00
Phone: 775-287-2630 Phone: 775-287-1431
Email: greatimages4u@gmail.com
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Additional information!
We also offer additional items for the senior not listed above such as:
Senior proof books $45
Wave accordion books (3) $50
Locker photos $15
And much more!
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Also offers the following professional services:
Family Portraits
Modeling and acting portfolios
Intimate personal photography
New Born
Maternity
Head shots for advertising
Sports Team photography

Great Images would like to thank you for your
interest in our professional services!
We are the very best! Because we care about YOU!

